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Purpose

•Provide a non-encyclopedic overview on the use 
of OR for green shipping

•Examine tactical & operational level problems

•Focus on problems rather than methods

•Discuss selected problems

•Link to some policy issues (IMO, EU)
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Selected problems addressed

•Speed optimisation

•Combined speed & routing

•Weather routing

•Port call optimisation

•Etc (OR for the sulphur problem)
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Difference?

Traditional logistics

• Is in terms of cost- benefit, 
economic or other optimisation 
criteria from the point of view of 
the logistics provider, carrier, 
shipper, or other end-user. 

• Such traditional analysis typically 
either ignores environmental 
issues, or considers them of 
secondary importance. 

Green logistics

• ?

Synonym: Sustainable
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Difference?

Traditional logistics

• Is in terms of cost- benefit, 
economic or other optimisation 
criteria from the point of view of 
the logistics provider, carrier, 
shipper, or other end-user. 

• Such traditional analysis typically 
either ignores environmental 
issues, or considers them of 
secondary importance. 

Green logistics

• Tries to bring the environmental 
dimension into the problem, by 
analyzing various trade-offs and 
exploring ‘win-win’ solutions. 

• In doing so, criteria for the 
benefit of the private end user 
may complemented by criteria 
that are more relevant from the 
environmental point of view. 
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Increased interest in recent years

Shifting emphasis

• Increased emphasis by both 
private industry and policy-
makers to make transportation 
more environment-friendly.

• Objective to attain a green 
performance of the overall 
transportation supply chain is 
and is likely to be a central goal 
for both industry and policy-
makers in the years ahead. 

Spectrum of measures

• To that effect, various analyses 
of many aspects of the problem 
have been and are being carried 
out and a spectrum of 
environment-friendly measures 
are being contemplated. 

• These measures may be 
technological, logistics-based or 
market-based and may have 
important side-effects as regards 
the economics and logistics of 
the supply chain. 
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Biggest green maritime challenge

Initial IMO strategy
(2018)

• Reduce annual GHG emissions 
by ≥ 50% by 2050  (vs 2008 
levels)

• Reduce annual CO2 emissions 
per transport work by ≥ 40% 
by 2030, pursuing efforts 
towards 70% by 2050 (vs 2008 
levels)

APRIL 2018, MEPC 73
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What is green? 

Minimise emissions?

•End result may be that 
shipping may become 
unprofitable

•Zero emissions can be 
achieved by zero trade!

Things not so simple

•Trade-offs involved
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The 3 pillars of being green
• Source: UNCTAD
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Primary environmental focus

(in this talk)

• FOCUS: EMISSIONS FROM SHIPS

–GHG emissions

–Other emissions (eg, SOx)

• [NOTE: there are certainly additional environmental attributes of 

maritime transport, such as noise, hazardous substances, oil spills, 

ballast water, residues, garbage, etc]  
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Measures contemplated

• Technological

– More efficient (energy-saving) engines and 
propulsion

– More efficient ship designs

– Cleaner fuels (low sulphur content)

– Alternative fuels (fuel cells, biofuels, etc)

– Devices to trap exhaust emissions (scrubbers, etc)

– Energy recuperation devices

– “Cold ironing” in ports

• Market-based measures

– Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)

– Carbon Tax/Levy on Fuel

– Others

• Logistics-based

– Speed optimisation

– Optimised routing

– Fleet management

– Port call optimisation

– etc

OR related
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Green maritime logistics problems
• Routing and scheduling

• Pickup and delivery

• Warehouse location

• Fleet deployment

• Fleet size and mix

• Optimal speed

• Weather routing

• Intermodal network design

• Modal split

• Transshipment

• Queueing

• Terminal management

• Berth allocation in ports

• Supply chain management

• Etc etc

• Optimise with respect to 

traditional criteria

• Optimise with respect to 

environmental criteria

• Optimise with respect to 

both environmental and 

traditional criteria

• Try to find ‘win-win’

solutions!
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In search of WIN-WIN solutions

• WHAT DO WE MEAN BY 

WIN-WIN?
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In search of WIN-WIN solutions

• “Win-win” is a nice set of words

• What it means is a set of solutions 

which are “win” with respect to 

both economic and environmental 

criteria

• Problem: Finding win-win 

solutions may not always be 

easy!
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Parenthesis: WIN-WIN for whom?

STAKEHOLDERS
• transport operators
• terminal operators including 

ports 
• infrastructure operators 
• cargo owners (shippers) 
• industry/consultants
• non Governmental 

Organisations (NGOs)
• environmental organisations
• authorities responsible for 

social and spatial planning
• R&D organisations and 

universities
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Reference
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Win-win in optimisation terms
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Win-win in optimisation terms ii
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Α classical win-win example: speed reduction

•Pay less for fuel

•Reduce emissions

•Help sustain a volatile 
market

•Win-win-win!

•(killing 3 birds with one 
stone?)
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Is it really win-win (-win)?
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Build more ships to match demand 

throughput

•More emissions due 
to shipbuilding 
and scrapping (life 
cycle analysis)
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More ships also means

•More maritime traffic

•Implications on safety!
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Yet another side-effect 

•Cargo may shift to 
land-based modes, if 
these are available

•This may result in 
more CO2

•European short-sea 
shipping

•Even in deep-sea 
shipping
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Taxonomy of problems

3 PLANNING LEVELS

•STRATEGIC

•TACTICAL

•OPERATIONAL
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[A strategic level problem: network design]

• QUESTION: what should our 
network look like?

• Which ports?

• Which routes?

• Which hubs?

• Mainline vs feeder

• Direct calls vs hub and spoke

• Hinterland/intermodal 
networks

•What is a ”green” 
network?
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Speed optimisation

•QUESTION: what speed 
is optimal?

•Why is speed important?
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Basics

SHIP SPEED
• Has always been important

• Increasingly important in 
recent years

• Economic considerations

• Operational considerations

• Environmental considerations

• Environmental

considerations
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Rationale

•Need to optimise 
ship economic 
performance in 
difficult economic 
times

•Important 
byproduct: reduce 
emissions (GHG 
and other)

•---> Slow steaming
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In many OR models

•Speed is NOT a decision variable

•Speed is only an IMPLICIT input

•(implicit in the sense that it is implied by other 
explicit inputs, eg times between ports)

•its potential impact on model outputs can only 
be considered indirectly
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NOT including speed as a decision 

variable

•May in some cases remove flexibility in 
the overall decision making process.

•May render fixed-speed solutions 
subobtimal. 
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EXAMPLE 1

•A ship sailing at a prescribed speed to a certain 
port, only to have to wait there because the port 
is congested.

•May be a higher cost solution than one in which 
the ship is allowed to sail at a lower speed so as 
to arrive when the port is not congested any 
more.  

•Overall emissions would be higher in that case 
as well. 

•(Link to port call optimisation- more later)
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EXAMPLE 2

•There are several models in the OR 
literature that include 

– port capacity constraints, 

– berth occupancy constraints, 

– time window constraints,

– or other constraints that preclude the simultaneous service of more 
than a given number of vessels. 

•Such constraints would conceivably be 
easier to meet if ship speed was allowed 
to vary. 
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What is the objective? 

Depends on who pays for the fuel

Ship owner

•MAX PROFIT/DAY

Time charterer

•MIN COST/DAY

OBJECTIVE CAN BE ANY OTHER, 
APPROPRIATELY DEFINED
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CONSTRAINTS

•Time windows

•Scheduling or 
timetabling 
requirements

•Constraints on hull 
stresses, accelerations, 
etc
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3 LEVELS IN SPEED OPTIMISATION

•STRATEGIC

•TACTICAL

•OPERATIONAL

•Select design speed
(Maersk EEE: 17.8 knots)

•Select speeds at various 
legs of route

•Weather routing
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Speed basics

• Ships do NOT trade at predetermined speeds!

• Those who pay for the fuel, that is, the ship owner if the 

ship is in the spot market on voyage charter, or the 

charterer if the ship is on time or bareboat charter, will 

choose an optimal speed as basically a function of 2 

parameters: 

– (a) bunker price, and 

– (b) the state of the market and specifically the spot rate 
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Basics ii

•Even though the owner’s and time charterer’s 

speed optimisation problems may seem at first 

glance different, for a given ship the optimal 

speed (and hence fuel consumption) is in both 

cases the same. 

• In that sense, it makes no difference who is 

paying for the fuel, the owner, the time 

charterer, or the bareboat charterer. 
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Owner in spot market

• OBJECTIVE: Maximise average per day profits

• s: spot rate ($/tonne)

• C: payload (tonnes)

• p: fuel price

• F(v): fuel consumption at speed v

• D: route r-trip distance

• E: OPEX ($/day)
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Time charterer

• OBJECTIVE: Minimise average per day costs

• R: demand requirements (tonnes/day)

• T: time charter rate ($/day)
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Role of ratio ρ= p/s

•Both problems reduce to:
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Ratio ρ=p/s 
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Note

•Most of these results are generalised to the case 
of

–Different laden and ballast speeds

–Different laden and ballast fuel consumptions

–Nonzero port times and port fuel 
consumptions

–Different fuels for main and auxiliary engines

•(paper under review)
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Speed taxonomy paper
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Most interesting citation

(391 GS citations as of 16/9/2021)
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Combined speed-routing problems
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Observation

•Input parameters such as fuel price, freight rate 
and cargo inventory cost can also influence 
the ROUTING decision! (we already know they 
can influence the speed decision)

48
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Pickup and delivery problem

capacity=11, 8≤v≤14 FC dependent on payload

• Min time

• Min emissions

• Min (fuel+charter) 
cost

•Each gives a 
different route!
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Also  

•Sailing the minimum distance route at 
minimum speed may not minimise 
emissions!

•Paradox?

•No. Doing so may involve a heavier load profile 
which would result in higher fuel consumption 
(and emissions) overall, even though the route 
may be shorter. 
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Speed vs modal shifts

IF SPEED IS REDUCED:

•Cargo may shift to land-based modes, if these 
are available

•This may result in more CO2

•Deep-sea shipping (Far East to Europe)

•Short-sea shipping (see later)
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Tran-siberian railway example
.
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Binomial logit model (2 modes)

Fraction of traffic using mode i (i=1,2)

Generalised cost of mode i (i=1,2)

Constant >0
λ
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Including frequency as a decision variable
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A tactical level ‘fixed route’ problem

• Assumes a fleet of N

identical containerships 

deployed on a given fixed 

route
• Can be generalised to non-identical ships

• WHAT IS OPTIMISED?

• Maximise the average per 

day profit of the carrier. 

•Any route topology can 
be examined
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Main decision variables: 3

• Number of ships N deployed on the route.

• Ship speeds along each leg of the route.

• Service frequency.

• NOTE: service frequency is typically assumed FIXED (and 
typically ONCE A WEEK)

• IN OUR MODEL it is allowed TO VARY (be a decision 
variable)
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Mathematical formulation

Revenue  Fuel cost (sea) Fuel cost (port) Inventory cost

Cargo handling cost   OPEX
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Objective function is a ratio

• MAXIMIZE 

TOTAL ROUTE PROFIT / ROUTE DURATION

•Both numerator and denominator are nonlinear 
functions of ship speed

•And so is the ratio itself
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3 scenarios

FIXED

•No. 1  Frequency 

•No. 2  #ships

•No. 3   --

VARIABLE

#ships, speeds

Speeds, frequency

#ships, speeds, 
frequency

(but set an upper bound       
on # ships)
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KEY FINDING

• FREQUENCY OF ONE CALL PER WEEK NOT NECESSARILY

OPTIMAL

• Requiring frequency to be one call per week may restrict feasible

solution space and will generally entail a cost.

• Set of allowable service periods (days):

• S={3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14}
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AT THE IMO:

LONG LIST OF 
CANDIDATE 
MEASURES

•SHORT TERM

•MEDIUM TERM

•LONG TERM

Combined measure
Speed reduction

MBMs

Alternative fuels
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Objection

•Chile and Peru objected 
to ”speed reduction” as 
a measure.

•Argued that sending 
cherries to China would 
suffer.

•Suggested using ”speed 
optimisation” instead
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Objection

•Chile and Peru objected 
to ”speed reduction” as 
a measure.

•Argued that sending 
cherries to China would 
suffer.

•Suggested using ”speed 
optimisation” instead

Compromise solution

•Both ”speed optimisation” 
and ”speed reduction” 
were included in the text!

•No one really sure what 
is meant by ”speed 
optimisation!”
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ALSO: wide confusion on what is meant 

by speed reduction!

Speed reduction can be:

•Voluntary (slow 
steaming)

•Outcome of a speed 
limit

•Outcome of a bunker 
levy

•All these are very 
different!

•Focus on speed 
reduction as an 
outcome may shift 
regulatory focus
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Weather routing
• Recent survey paper
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Taxonomy
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Software
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Relevant work at DTU
• BLUE SIROS project 
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Relevant work at DTU

• SIMOS project (Satellite Integrated MetOcean Service)

• Weather Data from Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI)

• Covers the North Sea: 
latitude from 49 N to 62 N degree,
longitude from 4 W to 13 E degree, 
both with 0.1 degree as resolution.

• Contains
wind data (direction, speed)
wave and swell data 
(direction, period, significant wave height) 
current data (direction, speed) 
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Results
• According to the optimization calculation, BEGONIA SEAWAYS has a fuel 

saving of 7.4% and MAGNOLIA SEAWAYS has a fuel saving of 11.2%.

1
7
-
0
9
-
2
0
2
1

7
3
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Port call optimisation

• Also known as JIT arrival

• Also known as virtual arrival

Source: IMO
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Port call optimisation ii

•Optimise from a ship’s 
perspective

•Optimise from a port’s 
perspective

•Link to weather routing 
problems

•Link to berth allocation 
problems
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Port call optimisation iii

• Demand for port/terminal services fluctuates

• Port call optimisation can streamline peaks in demand and 
reduce congestion and fuel costs (also emissions)

• Booking by ”rendez vous”
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Port call optimisation iv
• Increased interest at the IMO

• Onshore Power Supply(preferably from 
renewable sources); 

• safe and efficient bunkering of alternative low-
carbon and zero-carbon fuels; 

• incentives promoting sustainable low-carbon 
and zero-carbon shipping; and 

• support for the optimization of port calls; 
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Etc: OR for sulphur related problems

ECAs: 0.1% sulphur (2015)
Global cap: 0.5% (2020)
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Speed/routing in and out of Emission 

Control Areas (ECAs)
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ECAs
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ECA refraction problem
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ECA refraction problem ii

•Optimal point to cross in 
and out of an ECA

•Optimal speeds in both 
zones

•Obj: max daily profit
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Reverse modal shifts?

• Mitigating and reversing the side-effects of 
environmental legislation on Ro-Ro shipping in 
Northern Europe

• Main objective: identify and assess possible technical, 
operational, regulatory and financial measures for the 
mitigation and reversal of the negative repercussions of 
environmental legislation to the market shares of Ro-Ro 
shipping in Northern Europe. 

• Sponsor: Danish Maritime Fund

• Duration: 2 years (2015-2017)
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Industry partner
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The problem

• Higher fuel prices due to 0.1% sulphur content as of 1 Jan. 
2015 risk making Ro-Ro shipping less competitive vis a vis 
land based modes.

• Possible modal shifts.

• Risk of route closure.

• Some operators have shut down some of their routes. 

• Q: What can be done to alleviate problem?
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Press releases before 01/01/2015:

GLOOM AND DOOM
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What actually happened
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Lucky with fuel prices

• The fact that fuel prices have dropped precipitously since 
the summer of 2014 has somehow alleviated the 
repercussions of the new regulations.

• This has also masked the extent of the problem.

• However, the risk of route closure still exists, particularly if 
fuel prices rise again in the future.

• Need to be on the alert.
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Modelling challenge

• Q: Can one isolate the effect of the sulphur 
legislation from that of other developments that 
happened in parallel?

– Precipitous drop in fuel prices

– Russian economic crisis

• A: YES!
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Modal split model development and calibration

Task 2.3Task 2.2

LEGEND on Data confidentiality

Set of Routes 

Served by 

DFDS

Select 

Route

OD pairs using 

DFDS link

Data for Maritime Leg:
Distance (NM)

Sailing Speed (knots)

Time at each Port (hr)

Capacity  (Lane meter)

 MGO or scrubber

Ship Specs

Fuel Prices 

(MGO, HFO)

Shipping Company

BAF Surcharge

COSTS

BENEFITS

Environmental Balance of the System

Emissions for each mode in Selected Route

Benefits > Costs 
Route 

Profitable

Shut Down?

NO

Maritime 

Competitor?

YES

NO                            

 Market 

Share

Road/Rail 

Alternative?

Scrubber 

CAPEX

NO                            

Assign all 

Maritime?

Calibrate 

Multinomial 

Model

Using 

Market shares

Alternative Policies:
Speed reduction

Change Fuel surcharges

Change Frequency

Change Policy?

Change Fleet?

Other technology?

Change in Explanatory Variables

New Modal Split

(Recalculate CBA)

(New Env. Balance)

New Economic Balance

Assign all 

Road/Rail?

 

New Values:
Fuel Costs

Revenue

Time in Maritime Mode

New Transit Time

Cost of Transport

Check Route Profitability

Higher Costs may lead to Changes in 

Overall Demand for Transport

 

 

 

Publicly 

available 

Some 

Confidential
Confidential

Maintentance

Scrubber Vessel StaffPort Costs

Capital Fuel Costs

Revenue Services

Perspective of Shipper

(Generalized Cost for each option)

Maritime Mode (DFDS)

YES

Time Inventory Cost

Land Mode

Time Inventory Cost

Maritime Mode (Competitor)

Time Inventory Cost

New Environmental balance

YESPotential source: 

DFDS Logistics, 

Volvo, other?

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Potential source: 

SHIPPAX journal

Separate 

Module
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Modal shifts based on generalised cost of transport (use 

binomial logit models)

• General Case – Hierarchical Structure

First Split

DFDS
Maritime 

Competitor

For each 

shipment i

Road A

Maritime 

modes

Road B

Land modes

Perspective of Shipper

(Generalized Cost for each option)

Maritime Mode (DFDS)

Time Inventory Cost

Land Mode

Time Inventory Cost

Maritime Mode (Competitor)

Time Inventory Cost
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Modal split model development and calibration

Task 2.3Task 2.2

LEGEND on Data confidentiality

Set of Routes 

Served by 

DFDS

Select 

Route

OD pairs using 

DFDS link

Data for Maritime Leg:
Distance (NM)

Sailing Speed (knots)

Time at each Port (hr)

Capacity  (Lane meter)

 MGO or scrubber

Ship Specs

Fuel Prices 

(MGO, HFO)

Shipping Company

BAF Surcharge

COSTS

BENEFITS

Environmental Balance of the System

Emissions for each mode in Selected Route

Benefits > Costs 
Route 

Profitable

Shut Down?

NO

Maritime 

Competitor?

YES

NO                            

 Market 

Share

Road/Rail 

Alternative?

Scrubber 

CAPEX

NO                            

Assign all 

Maritime?

Calibrate 

Multinomial 

Model

Using 

Market shares

Alternative Policies:
Speed reduction

Change Fuel surcharges

Change Frequency

Change Policy?

Change Fleet?

Other technology?

Change in Explanatory Variables

New Modal Split

(Recalculate CBA)

(New Env. Balance)

New Economic Balance

Assign all 

Road/Rail?

 

New Values:
Fuel Costs

Revenue

Time in Maritime Mode

New Transit Time

Cost of Transport

Check Route Profitability

Higher Costs may lead to Changes in 

Overall Demand for Transport

 

 

 

Publicly 

available 

Some 

Confidential
Confidential

Maintentance

Scrubber Vessel StaffPort Costs

Capital Fuel Costs

Revenue Services

Perspective of Shipper

(Generalized Cost for each option)

Maritime Mode (DFDS)

YES

Time Inventory Cost

Land Mode

Time Inventory Cost

Maritime Mode (Competitor)

Time Inventory Cost

New Environmental balance

YESPotential source: 

DFDS Logistics, 

Volvo, other?

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Separate 

Module

Potential source: 

SHIPPAX journal

Separate 

Module
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Competing routes
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More
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TO CONCLUDE
• Routing and scheduling

• Pickup and delivery

• Warehouse location

• Fleet deployment

• Fleet size and mix

• Optimal speed

• Weather routing

• Intermodal network design

• Modal split

• Transshipment

• Queueing

• Terminal management

• Berth allocation in ports

• Supply chain management

• Etc etc

• Many of these problems 

have an environmental 

dimension

• The environmental 

dimension is becoming 

increasingly important

• There is a clear need for 

OR tools to help policy-

makers formulate win-win 

solutions
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